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ABSTRACT
Based on the experience gained with more than 80 machines
operating worldwide in 50 and 60 Hz electrical systems respectively, Siemens has developed a new generation of advanced gas
turbines which yield substantially improved performance at a higher output level. This "3A-Series" comprises three gas turbine
models ranging from 70 MW to 240 MW for 50 Hz and 60 Hz
power generation applications.
The first of the new advanced gas turbines with 170 MW and
3600 rpm was tested in the Berlin factory test facility under the full
range of operation conditions. It was equipped with various measurement systems to monitor pressures, gas arid metal temperatures,
clearences, strains, vibrations and exhaust emissions.
This paper presents the aero-thermal design procedure of the
highly thermal loaded film cooled first stage blading. The predictions are compared with the extensive optical pyrometer measurements taken at the Siemens test facility on the V84.3A machine
under full load conditions. The pyrometer was inserted at several
locations in the turbine and radially moved giving a complete surface temperature information of the first stage vanes and blades.

INTRODUCTION
Superior advantages of gas turbines can only be achieved if all

its components are optimized with respect to the same target. For
heavy duty gas turbines, which are applied predominantly in combined cycle power stations, this target is maximum combined cycle
efficiency. The main parameter, which drives this efficiency, is the
turbine inlet temperature according to the ISO 2314 standard. It can
be interpreted as the fictitious mixing temperature of combustion
gases with cooling air prior to turbine expansion. Thus, it is optimized by maximizing the firing temperature and, simultaneously,

by minimizing the cooling air consumption for turbine blades. The
second parameter is aerodynamic efficiency along the whole flow
path, starting from the air intake, the compressor and its diffuser,
combustor, turbine and finally the exhaust diffuser. The third parameter for optimizing the combined cycle efficiency is the pressure
ratio of the gas turbine. The advanced model V84.3A combines all
of these improvements.

ENGINE DESCRIPTION
A cross section of the new model V84.3A gas turbine is shown
in Fig. I. The basic design including the disk-type rotor, twin outboard bearing shaft support, cold-end generator drive and the axial
exhaust diffuser has been adopted from previous Siemens gas
turbines models. A major new design feature is the annular combustion system. A total of 24 uniformly spaced hybrid burners are
arranged in a so-called Hybrid-Burner Ring (HBR) ahead of the
spacious annular combustion chamber, Details of these machines
has already been described by Becker et al. (1995).
The concept of the four-stage turbine was carried over from
the previous-generation machine, but the "3A-Series" engine makes
use of a more sophisticated cooling technique and improved blade
materials and coatings. With the exception of the last stage blade,
all vanes and blades are air cooled. Cooling air is provided at different pressure and temperature levels from compressor extractions
to provide the best possible cooling effect and at the same time
provide optimal unit thermal performance (Reichert and Janssen,
1996).
Free standing blades are utilized in all four stages. The front
stage blades are unshrouded for durability considerations and the
rear stage blades for performance reasons. Unshrouded rear stage
blades permit a larger annulus area at a constant acceptable stress
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AERO-THERMAL DESIGN AND TESTING

level thereby lowering Mach number levels for the airfoil. In addition, without shroud stress limitations, the number of blades can be
reduced thereby achieving more optimal airfoil loadings
(Schulenberg and Zimmermann, 1995).
Simple cycle performance data of the "3A-Series" gas turbines
is listed in Table I. The turbine sizes of the 50 Hz V94.3A and the
50/60 Hz V64.3A are scaled from the 60 Hz model V84.3A.

priately modified and the flow analysis repeated. Acceptibility of
the predicted pressure distribution was judged based on the results
of boundary layer computations and pressure distribution related
criteria. This criteria take the form of parameters which have been
calibrated from a very wide range of rig and engine data.
Figure 3 shows the pressure distribution along pressure and
suction side of the first stage vane mean section. In this figure, 3D

Table 1 "3A-Series" Gas Turbine Performance Data
Specification of design parameters
Gas Turbine
Frequency
Hz
Speed
Rating
Efficiency

V64.3A
50 or 60

V84.3A
60

V94.3A
50

5400
70
36.8

3600
170
38.0

3000
240
38.0

RPM
MW
%

Preliminary design (ID)

Axisymmeu-ic design
(S2m throughflow)

AERODYNAMIC DESIGN

Blading section design
(S1 blade to-blade)

The aerodynamic design of the advanced turbine, which is
based on a collaboration between Pratt & Whitney and Siemens
Power Generation (Janssen et al., 1995), followed the standard
design process shown in Fig. 2 (Casey, 1994). The airfoil design
process itself started with the construction of an airfoil from spanwise sections which were developed on a quasi three-dimensional.
basis. An axisymmetric throughflow (S2m) calculation was used to
define the mean hub-to-tip flow and several blade-to-blade (SI)
computations to specify the Mach number distribution and the
boundary layer development on the profile.
Airfoil pressure distributions from this computation were subsequently evaluated in terms of established criteria for acceptability
and if found unacceptable the airfoils and/or flowpath were appro-

Aerofoil stacking
(geometry definition)

3D flow analysis
(Euler/Navier Stokes)

Fig. 2 Typical turbomachinery aerodynamic design
system
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Fig. 1 V84.3A gas turbine
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Fig. 4 Predicted isolines of static pressure of the first stage vane and blade

mercial software package TASCflow. The turbulence effects are
modelled using a modification of the standard k-e turbulence model

Navier Stokes calculations with and without film cooling are compared. On the pressure side, the influence of the cooling air blowing is very little but on the suction side the local effect is evident.

(Launder and Spalding, 1974) by Kato and Launder (1993). Figure
4 shows the isolines of static pressufe of the first stage vane and
blade mean section. In this calculation both stationary and rotating
components are analyzed using a mixing plane approach at the
sliding interface. The change in overall pressure ratio on the vane
is due to the film mass addition.

To take the important interactions between adjacent blade
rows into account, a 3D Navier Stokes flow computation of the
whole stage follows the Q3D design. The code used was the corn-

pressure side

THERMAL DESIGN
The design requirement of the cooling system is based on the
maximal allowable metal temperature with minimum cooling flow.
The cooling system design of the highly loaded vanes and blades of
the first turbine stage (firing temperature up to 1640K) followed an
integrated process between the definition of the internal flow path,
the calculation of external and internal heat transfer including
pressure losses and the thermal analysis.

suction side

Cooling Scheme

without film cooling
with film cooling

The cooling schemes employed for the airfoils reflect the technology developed for high temperature aero-engines. The first vane

chord length

which is cast from a cobalt alloy is shown in Fig. 5, the first stage
blade is cast from a hot corrosion resistant single crystal alloy and
is shown in Fig. 6.
The first vane features a two cavity design and a combination
of impingement cooling, convection cooling and film cooling. The
front cavity receives cooling air from its inner shroud. The rear
vane section, which operates at a reduced main flow pressure level,

Fig. 3 Comparison of numerically predicted
pressure distribution with and without
film cooling
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Fig. 6 Cooling scheme first stage blade

Fig. 5 Cooling scheme first stage vane

receives cooling air at its outer shroud. Flow in the front cavity
enters by way of an insert which impinges the air onto the inner
surfaces to achieve enhanced internal heat transfer. The air is then
discharged to the main gas flow path through film holes in the
leading edge and on the pressure and suction side. To increase the
cooling efficiency, the film holes in the leading edge are inclined in
radial direction and on pressure and suction side the hole exits are
formed as so-called shaped holes. The rear cavity employs surface
turbulator enhanced convective internal cooling. Flow from this
cavity is discharged to the mainstream through pressure side film
holes and out of the trailing edge. Trailing edge cooling flow discharge features a pressure side cutback scheme which achieves
design metal temperatures with minimum airfoil blockage.
Inner and outer platforms of the first stage vane are also cooled by a combination of impingement, convective and film cooling.
The cooling air discharged to the mainstream through film holes
along the platform edges. In addition, a thermal barrier coating is
utilized on the flowpath surfaces of the endwalls to reduce the
effective heat load, thereby reducing cooling air requirements.
The cooling of the first rotating blade is achieved by a system
of three independent working cooling channels. The first channel
feeds cooling air through crossover holes into three radially separated cavities. From these cavities the air is discharged by cylindrical
and radially inclined shower head holes cooling down the very
leading edge of the blade. In addition, a row of shaped holes is
pulling air from the cavities and is building up a cooling air film on
the suction side. The use of the crossover holes has the advantage
of increasing the internal heat transfer at the thermal highly loaded

leading edge and, additionally, this design increases the fail safety
of the blade in case of damage. The second channel in the middle
of the blade builds up a multi pass system. Air is discharged from
this channel by rows of shaped holes at the pressure and the suction
side which are optimized to give a high film cooling effectiveness.
The third channel supplies cooling air for the trailing edge of the
blade and is similar designed like the first vane with a pressure
side cut back scheme

External and Internal Heat Transfer

arm

The heat transfer coefficient
on the hot gas side has been calculated by a boundary layer code based on Scheuerer (1983)
including the effects of free stream turbulence, wall roughness and
surface curvature. At the leading edge a circular cylinder heat
transfer model was used. The decrease of the hot gas temperature
due to the film cooling has been taken into consideration in form of
the film effectiveness calculated with L'Ecuyer and Soechting
(1985), Kruse (1985) or Schoenung and Rodi (1987).
For the internal heat transfer analysis a Siemens code is used
solving the one dimensional compressible flow equations for network systems with and without rotation. The necessary information
for the heat transfer and friction coefficients are drawn from correlations.
The heat conduction problem in the thermal design procedure
is solved in several two dimensional cuts of a blade by use of the
commercial finite element code named COSMOS/M.
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TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

Uses of infrared thermometry
Infrared thermometry is a proven technology for non-intrusive
measurements of surface temperatures in gas turbine enviroments
as described in the early years of application of this technique in
gas turbine e.g. by Atkinson and Guenard (1978), Douglas (1980),
Benyon (1981) and in the last years by Schulenberg and Bals
(1987), Sellers et al. (1989) and Boehm et al. (1996). Research and
development on the application of this measurement technique to
gas turbines was reported in the past e.g. by Barber (1969), Rohy
and Compton (1973), and in the recent past by Schenk et al.
(1994). Moon et al. (1995) and Schenk and Raake (1996). The
principal focus of research work on the use of infrared thermometry
in gas turbines in the recent years was the development of computer models for the application and evaluation of this technique e.g.
by De Lucia and Lanfranchi (1992) and De Lucia and Masotti
(1995).
Siemens has been using turbine pyrometry for more than a decade in developing gas-turbine blade and vane cooling technology
including the investigation of various designs and of the effects of
manufacturing techniques.

Measurement of blade and vane temperatures
During measurements of vane temperatures from a pyrometer
positioned upstream, the blockage of the flow channel by the probe
alters the heat transfer and consequently the temperature distribution on the surface of the vane. Therefore, the surface temperature of
the vanes canhot be determined under steady-state conditions.
Changes in surface temperature do not occur spontaneously with
the insertion of the probe. The thermal time constant is approx. 1
second for the measurements of interest. With the present
technique, the probes are inserted as far as the full depth of the
channel in 1/3 of the time constant. During this insertion, the position and the temperature signal are acquired simultaneously. After
the near-hub position is reached, the probe is withdrawn quickly
and rotated to a new view-angle. After a waiting period of approx.
4 time constants, the procedure is repeated for the new view angle.
Thereby, the radial temperature is mapped for several view angles
within the confines of the visible surface.
For such measurements, the probes are positioned just upstream of the leading edge of a vane and downstream of the trailing
edge of a different vane. From here, the pyrometers map the temperatures on the surfaces of adjacent vanes. Figure 8 and Fig. 9 show
the thermal map of the suction side of the first stage vane and the
pressure side respectively.
Figure 10 and Fig. 11 show typical thermal maps of the suction and pressure side of the first stage rotor blade. For the measurement of blade temperatures, the obstruction of the flow channel
by the probe is not relevant. The jagged pattern is due to the interpolation of only five radial measurement sections available for the
first blade.

Experimental setup
The investigations are carried out with custom-made watercooled pyrometer probes containing a 90° deviation mirror at the
end of the probe. The sighting tube of the probe is purged with
nitrogen during the operation of the gas turbine to reduce contami-

Measurement of radial temperature distributions
To compare the predicted gas temperatures to the actual profiles in the turbine, the radial temperature distributions were measured with a thermocouple in various cross-sections including the
inlet of the first vane. These measurements were also carried out to
provide boundary conditions for the design of the cooling system of
blades and vanes. For these measurements the location and tiaversing device of the pyrometer was used. A typical radial temperature
profile upstream of the second stage is shown in Fig. 12. Additional
information on this measurements are given in Boehm et al. (1996).

Fig. 7: Principle of gas turbine pyrometer
measurements
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nation of the mirror surface. The probe contains Land TBTMSR7QB thermometers with a silicon detector operating at I pm wavelength. The probe is mounted in a probe traversing unit with two
degrees of freedom (axial and circumferential, with respect to the
probe axis). The traversing devices are bolted to flanges welded to
the turbine casing. The probes penetrate the casing and the vane
carrier radially (with respect to the machine). The dynamic seal
between the cooling air and the ambient is provided by packings in
the traversing device. The static seal between the hot gases and the
cooling air is provided by metal bellows. Figure 7 shows a typical
arrangement of the described components fin the sketch the arrangement is shown for a installation in the third stage). The pyrometer system is calibrated before and after each measurement cycle
reducing the system uncertainty down to s5 K.

The gas turbine test facility was installed in the Berlin gas
turbine manufacturing plant. It has the unique capability of testing
gas turbine prototypes at any operational mode up to full load and
off frequency conditions, thanks to the 170 MW water break to
dissipate the mechanical output of the test machine.
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Fig. 13 Temperature profile of first vane

COMPARISON OF RESULTS
The comparison of the external surface temperature measurements with the predictions shows a good agreement, see Fig. 13
for the first stage vane and Fig. 14 for the blade. Hot gas and cooling air temperatures for the thermal analysis were taken from the
measurements. The characteristics of the measured temperature
distribution at mean section is well reproduced by the predictions
for the vane and the blade. This is an indication that the system of
external heat transfer, film cooling effectiveness and internal heat
transfer is correctly simulated. However, if differences between
predictions and measurements occur it is very difficult to trace
them back, because manufacturing tolerances have to be added to
the thermal design procedure. Because of the strong thermal loading, wall thickness deviations of only 0.1 mm may result in a
temperature difference of 10 K. In general, due to the limited spatial resulution of the pyrometer the experimental results are smoothed out. Therefore, small peaks of the predictions are not reflected
by the measurement.
At the trailing edge wall thicknes deviations in connection
with the difficulty to predict effective gas temperatures can easily
result in the shown temperature differences. The temperature deviations at the leading edge of the first blade are mainly due to the
well known problem of accounting for the influence of strong wakes in combination with shower head film cooling acting on the
thermal boundary layer of a rotating blade.
In general, predictions turned out to be conservative, such that
measured temperatures are less than or equal to the predicted ones.
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Fig. 14 Temperature profile of first blade
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surface temperature

Tmean = 1070 K

CONCLUSIONS
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The aero-thermal design of the first turbine stage of the "3ASeries" gas turbine and results of the test run at the Berlin test
facility have been presented.
State of the art CFD codes are used to calculate the two and
three dimensional flow including the aerodynamic effect of the full
coverage film cooling. The cooling system of the highly loaded
airfoils include impingement, forced convection and film cooling
devices. Boundary layer codes and a one dimensional network
system are used to calculate the internal and external heat transfer.
The comparison of measured and predicted surface temperature
shows a good agreement. As the design temperature was never
exceeded, the aero-thermal design of all turbine airfoils could be
confirmed.

